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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MODE STABILIZATION OF VCSELS USING

INCREASED BIAS CURRENT

Field of the Invention

5 The present invention relates generally to stabilizing modes in a Vertical Cavity

Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL), and specifically relates to mode stabilization through the

increasing of bias current to the VCSEL.

Background of the Invention

10

Semiconductor lasers are in widespread use for technologies such as a light source for

O communication systems, compact disc players, and so forth. Recently, a new type of laser

jJ device the VCSEL has been introduced. The advantages of the VCSEL are that it is smaller,

Y : has potentially higher performance, and is more manufacturable. These benefits are due in

3$ part from advances in epitaxial deposition techniques, such as metal organic chemical vapor
U If

I}? deposition (MOCVD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Other benefits of VCSELS

;^ include geometry, amenability to one-and-two dimensional arrays, wafer-level qualifications

iff and desirable beam characteristics.

ItJ

St) VCSELs are designed to have an active region with one or more quantum well layers.

The sides of the active region are mirror stacks which are typically formed by interleaved

semiconductor layers having properties that require each layer to be a quarter of a wavelength

thick. The mirrors in the mirror stacks act as the mirrors of the laser cavity. Opposite

conductivity type regions are positioned on opposite sides of the active region. The laser

25 either can be turned "on" and "off by changing the current through the active region.

VCSELs are useful for applications using fast, medium distance or multi-channel data

link applications. VCSELs are also useful for numerous optical and/or imaging applications.

The geometry of the VCSELs enable the VCSELs to serve as low cost high performance

30 transmitters with flexible and desirable characteristics.

A problem with multimode lasers is the mode competition induced by spatial and

spectral power instability. In many cases, the modal instability is exhibited after an initial

burn-in or after a few months of regular operations. Thus, this poses a severe problem for
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commercial use ofVCSELs. The instability leads to different modes seeing different gains,

which in turn results in different speeds for the respective modes. Various methods to

address the problem have been devised. These methods include (a) increasing the number of

modes, (b) performing mode discrimination, and (c) using "peaking circuits
55

.

5

The use of a very large number ofmodes can cause some problems associated with

coupling the light from the VCSEL to the multi-mode fiber, and hence, can complicate the

design of the coupling optics. The complication stems from the different modes having

different divergence angles. As a result, collecting light from all the modes requires a

1 0 complicated lens design.

O The mode discrimination approach also has drawbacks. The mode discrimination

m approach requires very tight tolerances during manufacturing and packaging. In addition, by

|- ! suppressing some modes and enhancing other modes in this approach, the overall coupled

§S> power to the fiber is significantly reduced. In addition, this approach is very dependent on

fn the exact VCSEL design and structure that is chosen. Hence, this approach cannot easily be

^ applied to a wide variety ofVCSEL designs.

t f
~

tij

[fjj
Electronic peaking has disadvantages as well. This approach requires additional

components on the circuit board. Also, electronic peaking cannot work universally for all

VCSELs because dynamic characteristics generally differ from device to device. Thus, this

approach was using precious board real estate, and adds cost.

Therefore, there is a need for an alternative system and method ofmode stabilization

25 that does not have the drawbacks discussed above relative to conventional solutions.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention addresses the above-described limitations of conventional

30 VCSELs. The present invention provides an alternative method in which mode stabilization

can be achieved by increasing the bias current. This present invention is simple and easy to

implement and major design changes to the VCSELs are not required.
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In one embodiment of the present invention discloses a vertical cavity surface

emitting laser (VCSEL). The VCSEL comprises a first and second mirror stack. The

VCSEL has an active region positioned between the first mirror stack and second mirror

stack. Also, the VCSEL has a contact region in at least one of the active regions. The

VCSEL encompasses a stabilizer module for stabilizing the gains among a plurality of modes

included by spatial power instability by increasing the current through the contact.

In another embodiment of the present invention discloses a vertical cavity surface

emitting laser used in a multi-channel system. The VCSEL comprises a first and second

10 mirror stack. The VCSEL has an active region positioned between the first mirror stack and

second mirror stack. Also, the VCSEL has a contact region in at least one side of the active

P region providing current to be distributed through the active region. The VCSEL

iyi encompasses a stabilizer module for stabilizing the gains among a plurality of modes

included by spatial power instability by increasing the current through the contact.

In another embodiment of the present invention discloses a stabilizer module for

stabilizing a VCSEL. The stabilizer module comprises a power for measuring spatial and

spectral power of the VCSEL. Also, the stabilizer module further comprises ^determination

; » module for determining whether the spatial and spectral powerof*he VCSEL is unstable

because of modal gains: Further, the stabilizer module includes a current module for

increasing bias current to a level where the VCSEL is stable if it is determined that the

VCSEL is not stable.

Brief Description of the Drawings

25

FIG. 1 illustrates a VCSEL for use in an illustrative embodiment of the present

invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates a more detailed depiction of the present invention;

30 FIG. 3 illustrates the steps needed to determine the appropriate bias current;

FIG. 4 illustrates an eye diagram showing the instability of a VCSEL after burn-in;

and

FIG. 5 illustrates an eye diagram showing the mode stabilization in the VCSEL in

accordance with the illustrative embodiment.
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Detailed Description of the Invention

The illustrative embodiment of the present invention provides a method and system in

5 which mode stabilization can be achieved by increasing the bias current. The illustrative

embodiment employs an approach that can be used with multiple VCSEL designs and can be

applied without physically modifying the VCSELs. There is no need in the illustrative

embodiment for added electronics that increase costs and take up precious board space.

10 FIG.l depicts a VCSEL in accordance with the illustrative embodiment of the present

invention. The VCSEL 2 has a first electrode 4 disposed on top of a first mirror stack 6, a

{ second electrode 8 disposed on a semiconductor substrate 1 0 beneath an active region 1 2 and

a second mirror stack 14. The active region 12 is formed of a conventional multiple quantum

1*1 well and is contacted on opposing sides by electrodes 4 and 8. The first mirror stack 6

j3S5 defines a waveguide cavity which constrains the electromagnetic field and defines the

in traverse optical mode. The axial mode of the electromagnetic field and defines by spacing of

1^ the reflective surfaces of the respective mirror stacks 6 and 14 and the thickness of the active

IJ1 region 12, the first contacting layer 18 and second contacting layer 20. The active region 12

!~ is positioned at the maximum in the axial mode's standing wave pattern, as is understood in

®0 the art. The first contacting layer 18 is positioned above the active layer 12 in electrical

contact through the first mirror stack 6 with the first electrode 4, and a second contacting

layer 20 is disposed below the active region in electrical contact through the second mirror

stack 14 with the secc>nd electrode 8. For laser operations under an electrical excitation, it is

required that one of the contacting layers be p-type and the other be n-type, as is understood

25 in the art. The electrical-insulating slot 24 may be formed by a selective technique, such as

wet etching or wet oxidizing a high aluminum containing semiconductor layer, as is known

in the art. The high aluminum containing layer, such as, AlGaAs, AInP or the like, is grown

within the first contacting layer 1 8 and exposed by etching a mesa after epitaxial growth.

30 FIG. 2 illustrates a more detail depiction of the present invention. As shown, VCSEL

54 includes a stabilizer module 56. The stabilizer module 56 manages the amount of adjusted

bias current AdjeiAS 58 that is used by the VCSEL. VCSEL 54 is allowed to vary its bias

current to accommodate changes in its operating characteristics as discussed above. The
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stabilizer module 56 allows the maximum amount of adjust bias current AdjeiAS 58 that will

not saturate the VCSEL 54. Saturation levels vary among VCSELs.

The present invention addresses the issue of modal stability by increasing the bias

5 current to a VCSEL. Bias current has a direct relationship with power emitted from a

VCSEL, and bias currently is directed related to the modes created in the VCSEL. . In

addition, bias current is an operating characteristic which can be used to stabilize the spatial

and spectral power and gains as seen by the various modes in a VCSEL. . For example,

changes in temperature could alter gains viewed by modes and the spatial and spectral power,

10 which leads to mode instability in VCSELs. However, increasing the bias current

compensates for changes due in part to temperature or other operating characteristics of the... .

v
>i

iZj VCSEL because of the relationship of the bias current to power and modal gains in the

5 VCSEL. Adjusting bias current as described herein produces modal stability. The

j^J
illustrative technique ofmode stabilization can be applied almost universally to all oxide

lE5 confined VCSEL designs. The technique's simple and easy approach can be implemented
si %

without necessitating major design changes.

\T\ FIG. 3 illustrates the steps employed in the illustrative embodiment to-determine the

;S appropriate bias current. The stabilizer module 56 measures the spatial and spectral power of

the VCSEL in step 60 and checks whether the VCSEL 54 is experiencing spatial or spectral

power instability based in part by modal gains in step 62. As shown in step 64, if the VCSEL

54 is not experiencing any spectral or spatial power instability, the stabilizer module 56 will

not increase the adjusted bias current AdjeiAS- However, if the VCSEL 54 is experiencing

spectral or spatial power instability, the stabilizer module increases the adjusted bias current

25 AdjeiAS to the appropriate level needed to stabilize the modal gains. Note that the VCSEL 54

increases the adjusted bias current AdjeiAsto the level where the VSCEL does not saturate.

FIG. 4 illustrates the instability of a VCSEL after burn-in. The eye diagram is a

diagram produced on a standard oscilloscope when a signal is used as vertical input of the

30 oscilloscope . In each binary signal, the eye diagram either has an eye open or closed based

in part by degradation in the signal. As shown in FIG. 4, the spectral power diagram shows

that the instability lends to the closure of the optical eyes 68, 70. This is based on the modes

seeing different gains leading to different speeds. FIG. 4 demonstrates the instability of

VCSEL devices where there is no even distribution of power and gains among the various
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modes. Instability of this sort can lead to incorrect outputs from VCSELs. Especially, in

applications requiring 1.25 -2.5 Gb/s bandwidth wherein modal instability can be quite

devastating.

5 FIG. 5 illustrates the inventive concept of stabilizing the modes in the VCSELs. As

shown, there is an improvement in the spatial and spectral power distribution among the

modes. . There is less closure of the optical eyes 72 and 74 which demonstrates stability

among the various modes seeing sufficient gains and lending to different speeds. This

technique of stabilizing the modes was shown to be stable even after the initial burn-in and

10 accelerated life test, making the innovation attractive for commercial use. This approach can

be applied to almost all oxide confined VCSEL designs. Also, the approach is simple and

Q easy to implement on the manufacturing line without necessitating major design changes.

m The mode stability eliminates the need for expensive and time consuming "burn-in" of the

|f! modules.

m
jj! Numerous modifications and alternative embodiments of the invention will be

!U apparent to those skilled in the art in view of the foregoing description. Accordingly, this

fH description illustrative only and is for the purpose of teaching those skilled in the art the best

[
A mode for carrying out the invention. Details of the structure may vary substantially without

departing from the spirit of the invention, and exclusive use of all modifications that come

within the scope of the appended claims is reserved. It is intended that the invention be

limited only to the extent required by the appended claims and the applicable rules of law.

Having described the invention, what is claimed as new and protected by Letters

25 Patent is
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